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ABSTRACT

Purpose Calculation of process-orientated costs for inpatient endovascular treatment of peripheral artery disease (PAD) from an interventional radiology (IR) perspective. Comparison of revenue situations in consideration of different ways to calculate internal treatment charges (ITCs) and diagnosis-related groups (DRG) for an independent IR department.

Materials and Methods Costs (personnel, operating, material, and indirect costs) for endovascular treatment of PAD patients in an inpatient setting were calculated on a full cost basis. These costs were compared to the revenue situation for IR for five different scenarios: 1) IR receives the total DRG amount. IR receives the following DRG shares using ITCs based on InEK shares for 2) “Radiology” cost center type, 3) “OP” cost center type, 4) “Radiology” and “OP” cost center type, and 5) based on DKG-NT (scale of charges of the German Hospital Society).

Results 78 patients (mean age: 68.6 ± 11.4y) with the following DRGs were evaluated: F59A (n=6), F59B (n=14), F59C (n=20) and F59D (n=38). The length of stay for these DRG groups was 15.8 ± 12.1, 9.4 ± 7.8, 2.8 ± 3.7 and 3.4 ± 6.5 days. Material costs represented the bulk of all costs, especially if new and complex endovascular procedures were performed. Revenues for neither InEK shares nor ITCs based on DKG-NT were high enough to cover material costs. Contribution margins for the five scenarios were 1=€1,539.29, 2=€–1,775.31, 3=€–2,579.41, 4=€–963.43, 5=€–2,687.22 in F59A, 1=€–792.67, 2=€–2,685.00, 3=€–2,600.81, 4=€–1,618.94, 5=€–3,060.00 in F59B, 1=€–879.87, 2=€–2,633.14, 3=€–3,001.07, 4=€–1,952.33, 5=€–3,136.24 in F59C and 1=€–703.65, 2=€–106.35, 3=€–773.86, 4=€–205.14, 5=€–647.22 in F59D. InEK shares return on average €150–500 more than ITCs based on DKG-NT catalog.

Conclusion In this study positive contribution margins were seen only if IR receives the complete DRG amount. InEK shares do not cover incurred costs, with material costs representing the main part of treatment costs. Internal treatment charges based on the DKG-NT catalog provide the worst cost coverage.

Key points
- Internal treatment charges based on the DKG-NT catalog provide the worst cost coverage for interventional radiology at our university hospital.
- Shares from the InEK matrix such as the cost center “radiology” or “OP” as revenue for IR are not sufficient to cover...
incurred costs. A positive contribution margin is achieved only in the case of a compensation method in which IR receives the total DRG amount.
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**Introduction**

With a prevalence of 5 – 10% of the population in Germany, peripheral artery disease (PAD) is exceedingly common and an increase of 30% by 2030 can be expected [1]. The prevalence of PAD increases significantly with age: 19.8% of men and 16.8% of women over the age of 65 in Germany [2]. PAD is currently number one among treatment costs for all cardiovascular diseases (35.2 billion Euros) [3]. Endovascular treatment of PAD has continuously developed in recent years and is preferred over open surgical treatment since it achieves similar results while being less invasive and more cost-efficient [4]. The restructuring of the hospital reimbursement system on the basis of diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) has resulted in comprehensive structural changes in most hospitals.

Prior to the introduction of DRGs, radiologists generally had the ability to independently acquire and treat patients with this disease. However, since radiology departments are often integrated in patient care on a decentralized, interdisciplinary basis as a department without its own beds (cost center), radiological-interventional procedures are performed as an (internal) service for referring departments in such a scenario. The referring departments receive the DRG payment while the radiology department as the provider of the main service receives payment for internal treatment charges.

Internal treatment charges can be fundamentally different, e.g. calculated in radiology as its own cost center based on medical fee schedule point values individually determined for the hospital based on existing fee catalogs, fixed prices for certain services or combinations of service and material cost shares, such as in the cost matrix of the Institute for the Hospital Remuneration System (InEK) for calculating DRGs.

For interventional radiology using medical fee schedule-based internal treatment charges, a large number of costly interventions can be disadvantageous since ITCs are derived from internal budgeting and internal budgeting is derived from the cap of the total hospital budget. The budget of the radiology department is based on the expected costs of planned services. However, the volume of services cannot be arbitrarily increased by increasing the number of points. Given a fixed total volume of the personnel and materials budget, an increase in the number of points only results in a corresponding reduction in the monetary point value. Moreover, when considering radiology as a cost center, increasing medical fee schedule point costs in a large proportion of interventional-radiological interventions can result in a worse performance in comparison with other radiology departments (e.g. with a low propor-
tion of such interventions). The situation is slightly different when actual revenues for the treatment cases are allocated based on medical fee schedule codes (there is no true budget cap for clinics). However, it must be taken into consideration here that adjustments for additional profits can affect increases in services beyond the final budget.

An internal discussion between controlling, interventional radiology, and other departments involved in endovascular procedures may then even result in endovascular services being completely transferred to a department with beds or receiving DRG payment in some hospitals in order to allow simpler balancing of department earnings, possibly without taking expertise into consideration.

Also in other ITC procedures such as payment from InEK shares, interventional radiology often receives only shares of the case payments that do not cover costs, even though the department bears the costs for personnel, the angiography system, and in particular materials, with the exception of ward costs and a few consultation service costs. It must be noted in relation to the angiography system that at least the procurement costs are not eligible to be reimbursed via daily treatment rates and thus there is no compensation from the InEK matrix. They must thus be otherwise financed as investment costs and are not to be included in the ITC model calculation.

In such a model the radiology clinic is dependent on the referring departments and has minimal influence over the revenue situation on the one hand [5]. On the other hand, actually incurred costs are often not identified owing to insufficient and complex process cost accounting; controlling of costs and consumption of resources via annual budgeting is only possible on a limited basis for the service provider. This limits the efficient management of an interventional radiology department. It is particularly difficult when the radiology clinic is supposed to make a balanced or positive contribution under the conditions of internal treatment charges in a multi-level contribution margin accounting system.

Accordingly, it would potentially be desirable for radiology to receive payments that are separate from internal treatment charges while maintaining the option of controlling costs and consumption of resources.

The goal of this study is to determine process-oriented real costs for endovascular treatment of PAD from the perspective of interventional radiology and present the contribution margin for radiology based on five different revenue models.

Materials and Methods

Peripheral vascular interventions are usually performed on an inpatient basis. Since the beginning of 2015, patients in whom primary endovascular treatment was planned have received inpatient care from medical and non-medical personnel in vascular surgery, with DRG payments being allocated to radiology as the organizational unit performing the treatment.

Patients and study period

All patients who underwent endovascular treatment of the vessels of the pelvis and lower extremities due to PAD at the clinic for radiology and nuclear medicine between 1/1/2015 and 5/31/2015 were recorded and all radiological activities including the persons involved, the duration of the activity, and the materials used were documented in detail. Moreover, activities performed during the treatment process by other departments on behalf of radiology were documented.

Calculations regarding the revenue situation

1. Total payment for a particular DRG

Using a DRG grouper, internal hospital controlling performed G-DRG coding according to F59A-D for the different angiographic interventions on the basis of the OPS and ICD-10 codes (Table 1). The OPS codes used most frequently are listed in Table 2.

Controlling then calculated the effective total payment for the particular treatment cases depending on secondary diagnoses, patient-based case severity codes, length of stay, and any supplementary payments, NUB and DRG surcharges. The basic case price in Schleswig-Holstein for 2015 of €3190.81 was used as a basis.

Since endovascular treatment was primarily performed by the radiology clinic connected to a certified vascular center at this time in our university hospital, it also received the total payment for the particular DRG code. However, since inpatient care and hospitalization were still performed by the vascular surgery department, radiology was responsible for the daily rate for the beds provided including the inpatient care costs in this setting on a full cost basis. The radiology clinic was charged a flat rate of 205.00 Euros per day for bed use in the vascular surgery department on a full cost basis. The sum includes nursing costs, medical service, food, bandages, and medication, secretarial services, room rental, and indirect costs. Additional services purchased by radiology, such as lab costs, were reimbursed as part of internal treatment charges based on the medical fee schedule point system as explained in greater detail below.

A further classification based on the selected internal treatment charge method was performed in a second calculation investigating potentially achievable revenues in an environment in which radiological-interventional procedures are performed as a service for referring clinics. To determine a hypothetical payment, fictitious revenues were calculated separately for the following scenarios.

2. Partial DRG revenue (InEK cost center type 9: Radiology) under the assumption that the radiology clinic performs endovascular treatment in an interdisciplinary setting and radiology receives only partial DRG revenue for the cost center type “radiology”.

3. Partial DRG revenue (InEK cost center type 4: OP) under the assumption that the radiology clinic performs endovascular treatment in an interdisciplinary setting and radiology receives only partial DRG revenue for the cost center type “OP”.

4. Partial DRG revenue (InEK cost center types 9 and 4: Radiology and OP) under the assumption that the radiology clinic performs endovascular treatment in an interdisciplinary setting and receives partial DRG revenue for the cost center type “OP”.

5/31/2015 were recorded and all radiological activities including the persons involved, the duration of the activity, and the materials used were documented in detail. Moreover, activities performed during the treatment process by other departments on behalf of radiology were documented.
The number of stents must be coded according to the following list.

1. The location must also be coded. b For the vessels of the thigh, c For the vessels of the calf.

Table 1 DRG codes for PAD interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPs code</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F59A</td>
<td>complex vascular interventions without a complicating constellation, without revision, without a complicating diagnosis, age &gt; 2 years, without certain bilateral vascular interventions, with extremely serious CC, or moderately complex vascular interventions with extremely serious CC or rotational thrombectomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59B</td>
<td>moderately complex vascular interventions or complex vascular interventions without a complicating constellation, without revision, without a complicating diagnosis, age &gt; 2 years, without existing bilateral vascular interventions, without extremely serious CC, without rotational thrombectomy, with complicated interventions or existing diagnosis or age &lt; 16 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59C</td>
<td>moderately complex vascular interventions or complicated vascular interventions without a complicating constellation, without revision, without a complicating diagnosis, age &gt; 2 years, without existing bilateral vascular interventions, without extremely serious CC, without rotational thrombectomy, without complicated interventions, without existing diagnosis age &gt; 15 years, with existing interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59D</td>
<td>moderately complex vascular interventions or complex vascular interventions without a complicating constellation, without revision, without a complicating diagnosis, age &gt; 2 years, without existing bilateral vascular interventions, without extremely serious CC, without rotational thrombectomy, without complicated interventions, without existing diagnosis, age &gt; 15 years, without existing interventions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Frequently used OPs codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPs code</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 – 836(^1)</td>
<td>percutaneous transluminal vascular intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 836.0(^2)</td>
<td>angioplasty balloon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 836.3</td>
<td>atherectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 836.7</td>
<td>selective thrombolysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 836.8</td>
<td>thrombectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 836.p</td>
<td>rotational thrombectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 841.(^3)</td>
<td>percutaneous transluminal stent implantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 840.(^4)</td>
<td>percutaneous transluminal implantation of non-drug-eluting stents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 841.(^4)</td>
<td>percutaneous transluminal implantation of drug-eluting stents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The location must also be coded. b For the vessels of the thigh, c For the vessels of the calf.
2 The use of drug-eluting balloons must be coded separately. 8 – 838.b Type of balloons used, 8 – 838.b1 Antibody-coated balloons, 8 – 838.b2 One drug-eluting balloon at other vessels, 8 – 838.b3 Two drug-eluting balloons at other vessels, 8 – 838.bc Three drug-eluting balloons at other vessels, 8 – 838.bd Four or more drug-eluting balloons at other vessels, 8 – 838.bx Other balloons.
3 The use of stents with a length of 100 mm or more must be coded separately. 8 – 838.f Length of peripheral stents, 8 – 838.f1 100 mm to less than 150 mm, 8 – 838.f2 150 mm to less than 200 mm, 8 – 838.f3 200 mm to less than 250 mm, 8 – 838.f4 250 mm or more.
4 The number of stents must be coded according to the following list. 8 – 840.0/8 – 841.0 One stent, 8 – 840.1/8 – 841.1 Two stents, 8 – 840.2/8 – 841.2 Three stents, 8 – 840.3/8 – 841.3 Four stents, 8 – 840.4/8 – 841.4 Five stents, 8 – 840.5/8 – 841.5 Six or more stents.

5. Internal treatment charges based on the DKG-NT catalog under the assumption that the radiology clinic as the service provider is performing the endovascular treatment and is compensated for the point values based on a defined point value according to the billed services.

Internal treatment charges based on G-DRG partial payments

InEK applies a standardized modular structure to calculated case costs for each treatment case. The individual cost modules are defined by both a cost type and a cost center reference. This results in a matrix structure of the cost centers for each DRG code (see Table 3 – example F59A):

- Cost center group 1: General ward
- Cost center group 2: Intensive care unit
- Cost center group 3: Dialysis department
- Cost center group 4: Surgical department
- Cost center group 5: Anesthesiology
- Cost center group 6: Delivery room
- Cost center group 7: Cardiology diagnosis/treatment
- Cost center group 8: Endoscopic diagnosis/treatment
- Cost center group 9: Radiology
- Cost center group 10: Labs
- Cost center group 11: Other diagnostic and therapeutic areas

Assuming an interdisciplinary approach in the radiology clinic performing endovascular treatment, only the cost shares for the cost center “radiology” were allocated to the radiology department in a first approach as payment. In a second approach, the cost shares for the cost centers “radiology” and “OP” from the InEK matrix were allocated to radiology as a partial payment. This was performed under the assumption that interventional treatment in these cases corresponds to “OP service” and thus to the OP share of this DRG amount.
Internal treatment charges based on DKG-NT

The RIS used by us (Orbis, Agfa) provides all corresponding medical fee schedule codes according to the billed services. There are equivalents for the individual medical fee schedule codes in an internal hospital catalog that are closely based on the DKG-NT. In our hospital, internal treatment charges are based on these service codes. Regular control adjusts the point value to price and service development in connection with the internal treatment charges. The value was 0.0365 cents/point in 2015 for radiological services. The compensation amount is determined by multiplying the number of points by the point value.

A comparative calculation is used to show the difference in contribution margin amounts resulting from interventional-radiological vascular interventions under different basic conditions.

Calculations regarding the cost situation

To calculate the profitability of the different service branches, the cost situation was evaluated, distinguishing between personnel costs for medical and medical-technical services and material and operating costs for angiography.

Material and operating costs for angiography

A standardized procedure is used for the interventions evaluated in this study so that the material costs can be easily calculated for all relevant angiographic procedures. The unit costs (including VAT and any discounts) were determined on the basis of the individual materials used. The material cost list (as of May 2015) of our hospital was used as the database for research. The material costs for each intervention were determined using this list. A flat rate of €36.69 was calculated for each item needed for an intervention. This includes a wash set, an angiography set (sterile patient cover/tubes, two aprons, syringes, various needles, compressed air, air lines, various accessories), a container, and an extra set. The operating costs for angiography were calculated according to the duration of the intervention and include device operation, electricity costs, maintenance costs, room costs including cleaning. The hospital's average operating hours of 2,100 operating hours were used for the angiography system. The operating costs were calculated based on the hospital's average operating hours of 2,100 operating hours.

Personnel costs for medical and medical-technical services

To calculate the cost of wage (1 head physician and 1 assistant physician, 1 radiographer) including ancillary wage costs, minute rates according to the average personnel costs of our hospital were used (head physician: 1.31 Euros/min., assistant physician: 0.70 Euros/min., radiographer: 0.57 Euros/min.). The personnel costs were calculated as the average time spent with a patient per intervention (duration of procedure incl. preparation time, manual compression, compression bandage and examination time, home-to-office time, parallel supervision of another intervention, manual compression, examination documentation, home-to-office time, parallel supervision of another intervention, manual compression, examination documentation, home-to-office time, parallel supervision of another intervention).

To calculate the profit and loss situation of revenues generated from DRGs and ITCs, the cost calculation was performed as full costing corresponding to direct costs (personnel/material costs) and indirect costs of the hospital.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRG</th>
<th>department</th>
<th>medical service</th>
<th>nursing service</th>
<th>functional/med.-techn.service</th>
<th>medications indirect costs</th>
<th>medications direct costs</th>
<th>implants/transplants</th>
<th>med. need indirect costs</th>
<th>med. need direct costs</th>
<th>med. infrastructure</th>
<th>non-medical infrastructure</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F59A 2_intensive</td>
<td>248.02</td>
<td>490.93</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>52.02</td>
<td>26.68</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>81.25</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>98.67</td>
<td>251.95</td>
<td>1,260.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A 4_OP share</td>
<td>201.53</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>166.52</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>69.38</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>110.20</td>
<td>84.43</td>
<td>82.24</td>
<td>126.79</td>
<td>856.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A 5_anesthesiology</td>
<td>156.76</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>98.90</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>31.46</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>39.23</td>
<td>358.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A 7_cardiology</td>
<td>66.46</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>65.79</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>53.58</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>31.05</td>
<td>245.19</td>
<td>27.20</td>
<td>46.18</td>
<td>545.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A 8_endoscopy</td>
<td>15.09</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15.27</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>58.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A 9_radiology</td>
<td>237.11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>211.44</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>15.24</td>
<td>171.70</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>83.61</td>
<td>730.09</td>
<td>92.52</td>
<td>158.61</td>
<td>1,705.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A 10_lab</td>
<td>21.39</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>111.89</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>99.58</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>89.37</td>
<td>50.34</td>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>49.98</td>
<td>441.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59A 11_remaining diagnostic treatment</td>
<td>102.54</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>138.64</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13.94</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>21.04</td>
<td>70.48</td>
<td>364.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: InEK matrix cost centers/cost types using F59A as an example (DRG system year 2015, data year 2013).
Table 4: Revenues depending on the selected payment method, i.e., total DRG amount or ITC shares from the InEK matrix for the cost center types “OP” and “radiology” including the calculated average revenues for the examined cases after discount. Comparison is made to the average revenue from ITCs based on the DKG-NT catalog.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRG</th>
<th>DRG payment catalog</th>
<th>Ø DRG payment (incl. discount)</th>
<th>Ø InEK OP share</th>
<th>Ø InEK OP share (incl. discount)</th>
<th>Ø InEK radiology share</th>
<th>Ø InEK radiology share (incl. discount)</th>
<th>Ø InEK OP+radiology share</th>
<th>Ø InEK OP+radiology share (incl. discount)</th>
<th>Ø ITTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F59A</td>
<td>€91,16.14</td>
<td>€8,636.99</td>
<td>€856.65</td>
<td>€811.88</td>
<td>€1,705.87</td>
<td>€1,615.98</td>
<td>€2,562.52</td>
<td>€2,427.86</td>
<td>€704.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59B</td>
<td>€55,83.92</td>
<td>€5,165.01</td>
<td>€1,152.67</td>
<td>€1,066.06</td>
<td>€1,061.23</td>
<td>€981.87</td>
<td>€2,213.90</td>
<td>€2,047.93</td>
<td>€606.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59C</td>
<td>€40,68.28</td>
<td>€3,551.43</td>
<td>€780.07</td>
<td>€680.81</td>
<td>€1,201.40</td>
<td>€1,048.74</td>
<td>€1,981.47</td>
<td>€1,729.55</td>
<td>€545.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59D</td>
<td>€29,67.45</td>
<td>€2,732.34</td>
<td>€338.25</td>
<td>€311.49</td>
<td>€1,063.22</td>
<td>€979.00</td>
<td>€1,401.47</td>
<td>€1,290.49</td>
<td>€438.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

78 patients (48 men (61.5 %), 30 women (38.5 %)) were examined in the study period. The average patient age was 68.6 ± 11.4 years. F59A (n = 6), F59B (n = 14), F59C (n = 20) and F59 D (n = 38) were coded. The average length of stay was 15.8 ± 12.1 days for F59A, 9.4 ± 7.8 for F59B, 2.8 ± 3.7 for F59C and 3.4 ± 6.5 for F59D.

Revenues

The revenues to be achieved for DRG cases F59A–D are compared in Table 4 as a function of the selected calculation method. As expected, the revenues to be achieved are highest when the radiology clinic receives the entire DRG amount. However, discounts compared to catalog revenues must be expected in the case of interventional-radiological treatment due to the shorter length of stay resulting in the minimum length of stay requirement not being met. This relates primarily to F59 D cases. The minimum

Indirect costs were set at 24% for our hospital in 2014 and are applied to personnel, angionography operation, and material costs. They include the costs for the general management of the personnel department and financial accounting, patient management, economic services, and other operating costs.

Calculations regarding the profit and loss situation

Depending on the approach for the particular treatment, the process costs calculated in this manner were compared to the above-described revenue situations on a full (radiology receives entire DRG payment) or partial basis (radiology as service provider receives internal treatment charges based on DKG-NT or in the form of InEK shares).

InEK worked as a service provider at our university hospital until the end of 2014. The incurred personal, material and operational costs were included in internal treatment charges on the basis of services defined at the start of the year in target meetings. For this reason, these items were fully included in the cost calculation for the exemplary calculations in the cost calculations for a service provider. Ward and the ITCs for radiology as the discharging department including the share of indirect costs.
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Indirect costs were set at 24% for our hospital in 2014 and are applied to personnel, angionography operation, and material costs. They include the costs for the general management of the personnel department and financial accounting, patient management, economic services, and other operating costs.

Calculations regarding the profit and loss situation

Depending on the approach for the particular treatment, the process costs calculated in this manner were compared to the above-described revenue situations on a full (radiology receives entire DRG payment) or partial basis (radiology as service provider receives internal treatment charges based on DKG-NT or in the form of InEK shares).

InEK worked as a service provider at our university hospital until the end of 2014. The incurred personal, material and operational costs were included in internal treatment charges on the basis of services defined at the start of the year in target meetings. For this reason, these items were fully included in the cost calculation for the exemplary calculations in the cost calculations for a service provider. Ward and the ITCs for radiology as the discharging department including the share of indirect costs.
The goal of this study was to compare revenues to costs calculated by process cost accounting and to determine the extent to which the InEK share leads to a higher revenue generation than the cost center type. To this end, we compared revenues for the cost center type “radiology” and those for the cost center type “OP”, and we calculated the contribution margins for the five scenarios.

Table 5: Revenues from shares for the cost center types “radiology” and “OP” from the InEK cost matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenues</th>
<th>InEK share “OP”</th>
<th>In %</th>
<th>InEK share “radiology”</th>
<th>In %</th>
<th>Total OP+radiology</th>
<th>In %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F59A</td>
<td>€9,116.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>€856.65</td>
<td>9.40 %</td>
<td>€1,075.87</td>
<td>18.71 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59B</td>
<td>€5,583.92</td>
<td></td>
<td>€1,152.67</td>
<td>20.64 %</td>
<td>€1,061.23</td>
<td>19.01 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59C</td>
<td>€4,068.28</td>
<td></td>
<td>€780.07</td>
<td>19.17 %</td>
<td>€1,201.40</td>
<td>29.53 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59D</td>
<td>€2,967.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>€338.25</td>
<td>11.40 %</td>
<td>€1,063.22</td>
<td>35.83 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

The average of the five scenarios is provided in Table 7. The material costs per case can range between €207 and €8,885. At least one bare metal stent was implanted in 57% of cases in the F59B group while 70% of patients in the F59C group received at least one stent. In addition, a drug-eluting PTA balloon (DEB) was used in one case in the F59B group, at least one stent graft was used in two cases (14%), and a reentry catheter was used in four cases (29%). At least one drug-eluting PTA balloon was used in three cases (15%) in the F59C group and at least one stent graft was used in five cases (25%).

The fluctuations in material costs can be explained by the use of mechanical rotational thrombectomy catheters in 3 of 6 cases and the sole use of a DEB in one patient with the procurement costs being almost covered by supplementary payments in this case. The average costs constitute 27.9% of the DRG revenue in this case.

In the F59D group, the fluctuations in material costs are around €2,000 and are thus significantly lower compared to the groups F59A-C. In this case, the average material costs are also only 25% of the DRG revenues and are thus the lowest. In our F59D patient group, a bare metal stent was implanted in 63% of the patients (n = 24), while a drug-eluting PTA balloon with or without subsequent stent implantation was used in 34% (n = 13).

Contribution margins

An overview of the resulting contribution margins of the treated F59A-D cases for the five scenarios is provided in Table 8. This results in a positive contribution margin only for F59A and F59D cases only when radiology receives the “radiology” and “OP” shares from the DRG payment (F59D) or receives the entire DRG payment as a department with beds. The reason for the at times very high negative contribution margins is an overproportion of material costs.

Discussion

The frequency of PAD is continuously increasing and the disease is relevant for cost development in the health care system [6]. Endovascular procedures have become increasingly established compared to surgical methods and will continue to increase in the future.

The goal of this study was to compare revenues to costs calculated by process cost accounting and to determine the extent to which the InEK share leads to a higher revenue generation than the cost center type. To this end, we compared revenues for the cost center type “radiology” and those for the cost center type “OP”, and we calculated the contribution margins for the five scenarios.
which different compensation scenarios can provide cost coverage for interventional radiology in the current revenue situation at a university hospital.

The results of this study show that the cost homogeneity assumed in the DRG system within individual groups is not realistic particularly for F59B and F59C, but a hospital radiology department in a university setting can achieve relevant revenues for the treatment of PAD under the DRG system (approx. 300,000 Euros for 78 F59A-D cases). In contrast to the revenue situation, the actual costs for endovascular procedures are not known or the data are not current [5, 7, 8]. Strotzer et al. were able to show already in 2002 that there are significant discrepancies between calculated costs and the internal treatment charges calculated according to the medical fee schedule and the DKG-NT [7]. Nolte-Ernsting et al. published data that seem to prove that PAD interventions performed on an inpatient basis are among the “winners” of all examined radiological interventions despite the high material costs [5]. However, the profit situation was greatly dependent on the particular materials used. Higher profits were only able to be achieved with low and efficient use of materials.

Our data show that a relevant increase in medical and material costs occurs outside of the F59D group. However, greater use of materials in increasingly complex lesions is to be expected. Under consideration of the fixed DRG payment situation, an additionally implanted stent after PTA becomes a cost risk, particularly when a drug-eluting stent (DES) is used. This results in possible disincentives. Therefore when only the payment situation and not the clinical outcome are taken into consideration, it seems to make sense to use the smallest possible amount of materials rather than to achieve maximum benefit for the patient. However, current studies clearly prove, for example, that improved patency rates are achieved with the use of modern procedures (e.g., DEB, DES, BMS) compared to PTA alone [9]. Moreover, it is clear that material costs are already so high that on average ITCs from the “OP” share and from the “radiology” share of the InEK matrix and in particular payments from ITCs based on DKG-NT are not sufficient for cost coverage. Reference has already been made to the problem of variable costs, particularly in the form of material costs, in a similar setting [10]. Interestingly, material costs are relatively low at 27.9 % of the total DRG amount particularly in the most severe cases (F59A). This can be explained in that these cases in particular yield a positive contribution margin when the entire DRG amount is received. The fact that new (and often more expensive materials) are only taken into consideration in the InEK cost matrix on a delayed basis seems problematic in this connection. An example of this is the implantation of a DES which does not result in (shares of) cost reimbursement either via NUB or supplementary payments and negatively affects the revenue situation. This is surprising since the use of a DES can result in lower total costs for PAD treatment than when, for example, a bare metal stent is used owing to the lower reintervention rates among other things [11].

The contribution margins simulated in ▶ Table 8 show that the high material costs in 4 of 5 evaluated compensation scenarios at our university hospital result in interventional radiology generally not being able to cover costs. A positive contribution margin is achieved only in the case of a compensation method in which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRG code</th>
<th>average costs (full costs)</th>
<th>purchased service</th>
<th>ITC Ø</th>
<th>total costs incl. costs treatmentdays + purchased service</th>
<th>total costs without costs treatmentdays + purchased service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F59A</td>
<td>€2411.63</td>
<td>€3239.00</td>
<td>€355.44</td>
<td>€3239.00</td>
<td>€3239.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59B</td>
<td>€2633.87</td>
<td>€3728.05</td>
<td>€307.17</td>
<td>€3728.05</td>
<td>€3728.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59C</td>
<td>€2645.98</td>
<td>€3767.95</td>
<td>€283.96</td>
<td>€3767.95</td>
<td>€3767.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F59D</td>
<td>€695.68</td>
<td>€957.00</td>
<td>€695.68</td>
<td>€957.00</td>
<td>€957.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Summary of average process costs depending on the DRG code
The radiology clinic receives the total DRG amount. However, this amount is reduced by the significant discounts in the case of a shorter length of stay which is most noticeable particularly in more complex, “more profitable” cases. Analysis of our data showed that up to 74% of cases in the F59D group were subject to a discount owing to the minimum length of stay requirement not being met. To date, consistent assurance that this limit is met has not been taken into account. A minimally invasive intervention often requires a significantly shorter length of stay than the length of stay that would be needed to receive the total DRG amount. The positive features of the minimally invasive approach for the patient, i.e., a short or very short length of stay, result in a decrease in profit for the hospital. Longer scheduled inpatient hospital stays only to meet the minimum length of stay requirement would not be fair to the patient, would seem implausible, and would not pass review by the Medical Service of the Health Funds.

Three (theoretical) measures for improving the profit situation are:

a) medically reasonable, low use of materials with simultaneous treatment of many “simple” cases (F59D)
b) consistent recording of secondary diagnoses resulting in the higher DRG amount for F59A that achieves a positive contribution margin
c) consistent assurance that the minimum length of stay requirement is met.

However, it must be noted that our university hospital is a maximum care hospital and patient selection according to severity cannot be readily performed and it is often difficult to meet the minimum length of stay requirement since the treatment has already been performed and no further measures in the inpatient setting will be performed (for example, mechanical rotational thrombectomy: first day of hospitalization on which a discount is to be applied in accordance with §1 paragraph 3 is the fourth day).

Shares from the InEK matrix such as the cost center “radiology” or “OP” as revenue for the radiology clinic are not sufficient to cover incurred costs. The fixed internal treatment charges based on the DKG-NT catalog provide even worse cost coverage. The reason for this is that the tariff catalog is outdated, does not represent radiological-interventional services in a differentiated manner, and the current costs for modern materials are not accurately taken into consideration [7]. In this connection, the development of alternative models to the ITCs based on DKG-NT previously used at our hospital is important and desirable: when for example the core service is performed by the interventional radiology department, but the department with beds receives the DRG payment, material costs for the intervention documented in the RIS per patient could be invoiced to the referring department. From the standpoint of radiology, the goal of an alternative ITC model is to also perform consultation services incurring material costs on the basis of fair compensation of the material costs incurred in the radiology department without raising the medical fee schedule point costs used in ITCs. For the fictitious redistribution of shares, it must be noted that, under consideration of the OP...
costs for the financing of interventional radiology, there is a certain distribution risk for patients in whom an additional surgical intervention would be performed during an inpatient hospital stay. In such a case, there would be undercompensation of the surgical department to the benefit of radiology. Since the patients evaluated in this study exclusively underwent endovascular treatment, this limitation does not apply to the results analyzed here. In addition to complete restructuring of ITCs, the establishing of an own ward with beds or the co-use of interdisciplinary wards, e.g. for short-term patients, would be desired with respect to profits in interventional radiology in order to fundamentally improve economic issues.

The present study and its results have the following limitations: the number of cases per G-DRG is relatively low and generalization may only be possible on a limited basis. The evaluated scenarios are initially only valid for our hospital on an exemplary basis since different models can be used for internal treatment charges. A generalization for other interventional radiology departments is thus not possible or only with limitations since the situation can differ considerably from hospital to hospital in relation to ITCs. The use of materials and the associated costs also differ from hospital to hospital and thus the data are difficult to compare. Moreover, only data from a relatively short treatment period were used for the analysis.

### CLINICAL RELEVANCE

- Under increasing economic pressure, it seems important from the standpoint of radiology to evaluate and optimize the revenue situation for PAD treatment.
- Internal treatment charges based on the DKG-NT in which radiology performs endovascular treatment for internal referring departments does not provide cost coverage at least in our maximum care hospital.
- The use of InEK shares as the basis for ITC model calculations also does not provide complete cost coverage under the indicated conditions. Positive contribution margins can only be achieved in these fictitious scenarios by receiving the complete DRG amount (e.g. for a department with beds).
- Creating fundamentally new ITC models or functioning as a department with its own beds seems desirable with regard to revenues in interventional radiology.
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